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We calculate the polarization operator in a constant crossed field, and also the radiative corrections 
to the Green's function of the photon in this field. It is shown that two waves with different dispersion 
laws can propagate in a constant crossed field. The refractive indices are determined and the question 
of the direction of propagation and polarization of the two waves is studied. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A number of recent papers [1- 41 are devoted to an inves
tigation of the influence of the effects of polarization of 
vacuum on the propagation of photons in a constant and 
homogeneous electromagnetic field. In particular, 
Klein and Nigam [11 and Baier and Breitenlohner[2J 

considered the phenomenon of birefringence in vacuum. 
The propagation of electromagnetic waves in an external 
field was described with the aid of the dielectric and 
magnetic-permeability tensors of vacuum. It turned out 
here that the refractive index depends on the polariza
tion of the wave. However, the vacuum was regarded 
in[1•21 as a medium without dispersion or absorption, 
making it possible to obtain only a limited number of 
results. In addition, the results of[1'21 are valid only in 
the weak field approximation, B « Bo, where Bo = m2/e 
= 1.3 x 1013 absolute Heaviside units. 

In this paper we calculate the polarization operator 
in a constant and homogeneous electromagnetic field 
withE 1 H, E = H = B (crossed field) and the radiative 
corrections to the photon Green's function in this field. 

We furthermore investigate the propagation of plane 
electromagnetic waves in a crossed field with the aid of 
Maxwell's classical equations. The external field is re
garded as a homogeneous anisotropic medium with dis
persion and absorption, whose dielectric tensor is de
termined in terms of the polarization operator. It is 
shown that in a crossed field there can propagate two 
waves with different dispersion laws and with different 
refractive indices. The sign of the correction to the 
real part of the refractive indices depends on the mag
nitude of the invariance K = e.J(ki-L F J.l v) 2 jm\ where F J.l v 
is the tensor of the external electromagnetic field, kJ.l 
= {k, iwo}, k-wave vector of the wave, and wo = lkJ. 
Re n1,2 > 1 when K « 1 andRe n1,2 < 1 when K >> 1. 
The imaginary part of the refractive indices determines 
the probability of pair production by a photon in the 
crossed field. We calculate the magnitude and direction 
of the group-velocity vectors of the two waves, and con
sider the question of the wave polarization. It is shown 
that perturbation theory is applicable to the calculation 
of the radiative corrections to the quantities under 
consideration in the case when K >> 1, provided the 
following conditions are simultaneously satisfied 

(OJo)" 1 e2 1 
1 ~"~ \;;;-- a'l•' a= 4n = 137 · 

The presented calculations are valid if the field 
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dimensions L » m/eB, where m/eB is the distance 
over which the photon interacts effectively with the field, 
i.e., the distance in which the field changes the momen
tum of the virtual pair by an amount ~ m. The results 
are applicable also for weakly-inhomogeneous and 
slowly-varying fields, if the characteristic dimension 
of the inhomogeneity is l » m/eB, l » X, where X is 
the photon wavelength and the external-field frequency 
is w « eB/m, w << Wo. 

The results obtained a good approximation for con
stant electric and magnetic fields if the following condi
tions are satisfied 

Ill~ 1, Ill~ <p(x), 

where f = e2Ffw/2m\ and cp(K) equals K3 when K « 1 
and K 413 when K >> 1 [SJ. The first condition is satisfied 
for all real fields, and satisfaction of the second condi
tion can be obtained by making the photon energy high. 
Thus, for example, at a magnetic field intensity B ~ 107 

absolute Heaviside units and a photon energy wo ~ 106m, 
we get for the invariant K ~ Bwo/Bom ~ 1, whereas the 
invariant f = B2/B~ ~ 10-12. We note however, that under 
the foregoing conditions the effects under consideration 
are small (for example, the angle between the directions 
of propagation of the two waves e ~ a(m/w 0) 2 ~ 10-12a). 
The optimal magnitude of the effect is reached when the 
conditions B :::2: Bo, wo .:;_ m are satisfied (for example, 
() ~ a). 

2. POLARIZATION OPERATOR AND GREEN'S FUNC
TION OF A PHOTON IN A CROSSED FIELD 

The polarization operator in an external field, in the 
lowest order of perturbation theory, is given by 

Il"v(x, x') = e2 Sp {v"G•(x, x')vvG•(x', x) }, (1) 

where Ge(x, x')-Green's function of the electron in the 
external field. In a constant and homogeneous field [SJ 

G• (x, x') = 11> (x, x') S• (x - x'), (2) 

where 4>(x, x') = q,-1(x, x') and se(x- x'), which depends 
only on the difference of the coordinates, has in a 
crossed field the form 

1 f ds { xZ S } S•(x)=-- _1- exp -im•s+i--i-e•(Fa~XA)2 
2(1rr)2 ·, sa 4s 12 

X { -iy,, ( ~~~~--+- esF •• + _e~• F,,oFa>. )xA + 2ms }{ 1- i ~ O'prFpr}, (3) 

where a p 7 = (-1/2)i[ y p, y 7 ] . After substituting (2) in 
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(1) we see that the polarization operator in the homo
geneous field depends, as it should, only on the coordin
at'e difference 

II"v(x,x') =II.,(.E-x') =e2 Sp{y"Se(x-x')vvSe(x'-x)}. (1') 

Calculating the trace and going over to a momentum 
space, we obtain the tensor II J..Ll;(k), which contains 
diverging terms. To eliminate these divergences, we 
separate from II 11 v(k) the zeroth term II ff/;(k) of the ex
pansion in the field: 

n," ( k) = n~; (k) + rr"v' (k), 

which coincides with the self-energy photon part of 
second order in the absence of the field. The divergen
ces in II~~(k) are eliminated in the usual manner, while 
the tensor II~ v(k) is free of divergences. We finally ob
tailn 

ll"v(k) = f\(k', x) ( O"v- k"kv) + Fz(k2, x)e'(kaFa") (kJ<',v) 
\ k' 

(4) 

= k' 
- ~ duxp[-im"t-iz;(1-112)'t] 

(I 

X [ ~~( exp{ -i x:;• (1-112) 2 • 3}-1) 
x2m6 ( x2m6 }] 1 + -6 '1'[2 +(1-11')]expl.-i4S (1-112) 2 T3 f, (5) 

1 

F2 (k2,x)=i 1 ~ ~ d11(1-112) 2 

vJt -1 

00 
[ k' x2m6 J X~ dnexp -im"t- i"4 (1-112)1:- i 48 · (1-112 ) 2 • 3 , (6) 

0 

= r k2 x2m6 ] X f1d't't exp -im"t- i- (1 -112)'1'- i --- ( 1 -112 ) 2• 3 

· L 4 48 
(7) 

0 

In the limiting case of a weak field K « 1, formulas 
(5)-(7) give a result that coincides with the correspond
in!~ formula of['J. We note that the series in powers of 
K, which represents the polarization operator, is asymp
totic. In the limiting case of a strong field K >> 1, the 
functions F1, F,, and F3 are given 

am2 3l'3 ( 2 ) . 
F1(k',x) ~ --;;z (3x)'hTf\ 3' e'"l6, 

1 /cZ 
Fo(k'x)=----F1 (k2 x)· F,(k2,x)=- --F,(k',x). (8) 

~ ' . ;)mt>x2 ' ' m6x2 

Knowing the polarization operator in the external 
field, we can solve the Dyson equation 

G~v(lc)-· D~,(k)IIxa(k)G~v(k) = D~v(k). 
e 1 [ k"kv J D"v(k)= ik' O"v+(dz-1) ----;:2 , 

and find the photon Green's function in this field. In our 
case this solution is given by 

y 1 ( k"kv) 
G"v(k) = ik'- F,(k', x) O"v- ----;:2 

Fz(k2, x)e2 (kaFa") (kJxv) 

+[ik2 - F 1 (k2, x)][ik2 - F 1 (k2, x)- x 2m6 Fz(k2, x)( 

F3 (k2, x) 
+ [ik2 - Ft(k2, :<) ]!ik2 - Ft(k2, x)- (x2m6/k2)F,(k2, x)] 

(9) 

We note that formula (4) gives the most general form of 
the gauge-invariant tensor of second rank, which can be 
constructed from F 11 v' o 11 v, and kw Therefore formula 
(9) also gives the general form of the exact Green's 
function in the crossed field with all the radiative cor
rections. On the other hand, the functions F1, F,, and F3 
are calculated by perturbation theory. 

It is seen from (9) that the interaction of the photons 
with the external electron magnetic field leads to the 
appearance of two different poles in the Green's function 
G Y (k), which do not coincide with the pole of the free 
G~~en' s functions. (The quantity ik2 - F 1(k2 , K) 
- K 2m~-2F 3 (k2 , K), which enters in the denominator of 
the third term in (9), contains a factor k2 which cancels 
out a light factor in F3(k2 , K). The remaining factor 
never vanishes and thus does not lead to the appearance 
of a third pole in GY (k). This corresponds to two possi
ble states of the ph~ton with different polarizations, 
which interact in different manners with the external 
field. The effects to which this leads will be considered 
in the next section. We note that, just as in the free 
case, the radiative corrections make no contribution to 
the longitudinal part of the Green's function (9). 

3. PROPAGATION OF PLANE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
WAVES IN A CROSSED FIELD 

The propagation of plane electromagnetic waves in an 
external field will be described with the aid of the 
classical Maxwell equations 

kh = 0, [kh] =-we- i4nj, 

ke = -i4np, [ke] = wh, 
(10)* 

where e and h are respectively the vectors of the elec
tric and magnetic field of the wave, k is the wave vec
tor, and j 11 = {j, ip} is the Fourier component of the 
four-vector of the current in vacuum, induced by the 
joint action of the external field and tye type of the wave, 
which can be written in the form 

i 
j"= - 4;II"v(k)av(k), (11) 

where av(k) is the Fourier component of the four-poten
tial of the wave field and II 11 v(k) is the polarization 
operator, which for the case of a crossed field is given 
by formula (4). Using the simple relations 

k;Il;;(k) = --iwii,;(k), k;II;,(k) = -iwii44 (k), 

which follow directly from the condition of gauge invari
ance of the polarization operator, we can rewrite (11) in 
the form 

1 
j" = -tmw II";(k)e;. (11') 

Substituting (11') in (10), we rewrite the system of 
Maxwell's equations in the form 

kh = 0, [kh] = -wd, kd = 0, [ke] = wh, (12) 

where 
d; = e;;(k, w)e;, 

i 
e;;(k, w) = ll;;- w' Ilt;(k). 

(13) 

Thus, the propagation of plane electromagnetic waves in 

*(kh] = k X h. 
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an external field is described by a system of equations 
(12), which coincides with Maxwell's equations for plane 
waves in a homogeneous anisotropic medium with dis
persion and absorption, whose dielectric tensor is de
termined by formulas (13) and (4). 

The connection between w and k is established by the 
equation 

(14) 

and after substituting in it formulas (13) and (4) we get 

(ik2 -Ft(k2,x)](ik2 -F1 (k2,x) -x2m 6F 2 (k2,x)] =0. (15) 

As expected, Eqs. (15) are obtained by equating to zero 
the expressions in the denominator of the Green's func
tion (9). 

Equations (14) and (15) have two solutions corre
sponding to two different waves: 

i 
wz(k)::::; wo+·-2--F1 (0, x), (17) 

Wo 

in formulas (16) and (17) and further, Wo = lkl and in the 
invariant K the vector k!J. = {k, iwo}. 

The imaginary parts of the frequencies w 1,z(k) 
= w~,z(k) + iw~, 2 (k) can be represented in the form 

" e'm'x r 8p + 1+3 ' 1 (18) 
Wt,2(k)= --- J dy-=-......:.==-V (y)= --Fu,J.(x), 

1281lfhwo ,, lYPlP(p-1) 2 
(4/X)./:J 

wherep = (1/4)Ky312 , v(y)-Airy function, and F 11 1 -
probabilities of pair production in the crossed field by a 
photon polarized respectively parallel and perpendicular 
to the electric-field vector [?J. 

The wave propagation direction is determined by the 
direction of the group-velocity vector, which is defined, 
by virtue of satisfaction of the condition lw~,zl << w~,z, 
by the relation 

v<'·'' gr = aw,/ (k) I ak. 

Formulas (16) and (17) take in the limiting case 
K « 1 the form 

a m'-x2 
(\)1::::::::: ooo-2---, 

45n <•>o 

a m'-x2 
w,::::; wo-7----. 

90n Wo (19) 

In a system in which the electric-field intensity vec
tor E is directed along the axis 1 and the magnetic-field 
intensity vector H is directed along the axis 2 (hence
forth, the "special system"), we have K =By/Born, 
where y = Wo - k3. If the wave vector has components 
k1 = k2 = 0 and k3 = -wo, the direction of the group
velocity vectors for both waves coincides with the direc
tion of the wave vector, and their moduli are equal to 

z;l11gr ~"=' 1 - 81., v121gr I"=' 1 - 14/., (20) 

where 'A= (a/451T)(B/Bo)2. At any other direction of the 
wave vector, the group-velocity vectors are directed at 
a certain angle to the vector k. For example, in the 
case k1 = wo and k2 = k3 = 0 we have 

v~21 gr = 0, 
(21) 

Thus, the angles between the vectors v<11gr and v<2lgr 

and the axis 1 are respectively 

e, ::::; 4t., e, ::::; n 

and the angle between v< 11gr and v<21gr is 

e = e, - e, ::::; 31.. 

In the opposite limiting case K » 1 we have 
u.rn2 . ( 2) -w1 (k)::::;w0 + (3x)''")i3P ~- (1-iy'3), (22) 

14n2wo 3 

am2 - ( 2) 
wz(k)::::; Wo + ZSn'w;(3x)'i• 3y':H\ '3 (1- i'JI3). 

We note that the second terms in (22) are radiative cor
rections to Wo, and consequently the formulas in (22) 
are valid only if the following conditions are simultane
ously satisfied: 

( w0 ) 3 1 1«:;x«:; - -,-, . 
m u.·• 

(23) 

In the opposite case, perturbation theory cannot be used 
to calculate the radiative corrections to Wo or Eij (k, w ). 

In the case k1 = k2 = 0 and k3 = -wo in the special sys
tem, the directions of the vectors v(llgr and v 121gr coin
cide with the direction of the wave vector k, and their 
moduli are equal to 

a ( E )'1• ( m \ •;, 1 ( 2 ) 
vll)gr::::; 1---, o-- --) -=-f' - , 

14n2 ' Eo Wo · )13 3 (24) 

vi2Jgr ::::; 1 - _a_ ( 6 !!_ \)•;, ( !'!. )'/, }3 f 4 / ~) . 
28n2 B0 Wo \ 3 

In the case k1 = Wo and kz = k3 = 0, we have 

vi11gr::::; 1 - __ It_ /3 !!_ )'I• (~Y' 1= r•( ~) 
14n2 I Eo <no r:cl 3 (25) 

u?'gr = 0, 

u?'gr::::; - _a., (3 !!_ /' ( _111_)'/• ~ f'( _2 ) . 
~~- Eo Wo }3 · 3 

The corrections for the group velocity of the second 
wave differ from the corrections in formula (25) by the 
factor 3/2. The angles between the vectors v 11 'gr and 
v 121gr and the axis 1 are respectively 

8 (l)gr 
1;::::::;: va , 

and the angle between v 11 Jgr and v 121gr is 

The refractive index is determined by the relation 

n1,2 ( Wo, I: I)= w!.~(~) . (26) 

Hence, using formulas (16) and (17), we get 
k . 

n, ( Wo, Tki )~"=' 1- 2: 02 [F\(O,x)+ x2m6F,(O,x)], (27) 

k i nz( wo, fkT)::::; 1-2wo' F,(O, x). 

In the limiting case K « 1 

n 1 ::::; 1 + 81., nz = 1 + 14/., 

which coincides with the result of[2J. In the case K « 1 
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n, (wo, J kkJ ) ~ 1-~- (3x)'f, 31"3 r-(.;. \} (1- q'3). {29) 
28:t2uJo2 3 

From a comparison of formulas (28) and (29) we see 
that the sign of the correction to the real part of the re
fractive indices depends on the magnitude of the invar
iant K. Re n1,2 > 1 when K << 1 and Re n1,2 < 1 when 
K :~ 1. 

The question of the polarization of the two waves is 
resolved in the standard manner (see, for example,£81 ). 

It turns out here that for a specified direction of the 
wave vector, the electric-induction vectors d of the two 
waves are polarized in two mutually perpendicular 
planes. The same can be said concerning the polariza
ticm of the vector e of two waves with identical direction 
of the group-veloeity vector. There exists one direction 
of the wave vector (in the special system k1 = k2 = 0, 
ka = -wa), for which the directions of the vectors e and d 
coincide. For the first wave in this case e 11 E, and for 
the second wave e 1 E. 

The author is grateful to A. I. Nikishov for constant 
interest in the work and discussions. 
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